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Anderssn and Rubin and McDonaId have pqmed a cosrelation*gresewing meth 
of factor scores prediction which minimizes the trace of a residualI covariance ~a~~~ for 
variables. Green Baas proposed a coHrelation-preserving method which 
trace of a residual covariance matrix for factors. Krijnen, Warns 
have groped minimizing the deteminant rather than the trace 43 the 
matrix, and offered an iterative procedure to that ef%ect. In the pmmt 
that the iterative procedure can be replaced by a closed-hm sofution. 
variances are strktly positive, this solution is the sme as 
coincides with Green’s sohtion in certain speciat cases, fos msfance, 
are orthogonal. 0 1999 Published by Elsevies Science he. A11 rights reserved. 
The factor model assumes that m obsesvations are generat 
x = p + Af + E, where x is the observed scores vector of order m, p = 
expectation, f t&e vector of standardized common factors of order 4, 6 the 
vector of unique factors df order m, and A the loadings matrix of order m x q* 
Under t&e assumptions IEtf) = Id, E(E) = 0, IECfd) = 0, it follows that 
C=A@A’+Y* (1) 
where C is the cobvariance matrix of x, @ is the common factors correlation 
matrix, and !P = E(d), the m x ~zt covariance matrix of the unique factors. 
TypicaiHy, Y is assumed to be diagonal, but in the present paper 
plays no role at all and will be ignored. However, we do 
that C is nonsingular, and that A and @ have rank q. Furthermo 
parameter matrices A., @ and !P are assumed to be known or well estimated. 
Given this set-up, wQ cI fi ~onsides the situation where predictions off given x are 
desired. 
Predictions OF factors are widely used in various contexts. For instance, it 
may be desired to reduce a set of dependent variables in an expesiment to a 
smaltles set Of underlying factors, or in studies of the relationship between 
cognitive performance and academic achievement, a larger set of predictors 
may be condensed to a smaller set of factors. In both cases, factor score pre- 
dictions are called for, 
A variety of hear prediction methods have been proposed for this purpose. 
They are of the form f^ = A’x for some m x q matrix A. The present paper is 
concerned with a co&rained type of linear prediction methods, namely. the 
so-called correlation-greservin$ methods: They satisfy the constraint 
Ecr?.f) = lE(Jf’)* ( ) 2 
A first correlation-ggeserviaag method has been suggested by Anderson and 
Rubin (1956), and has been completed by McDonald (1981). Green (1969) 
developed an alternative method. The methods difler in that they minimize the 
trace of two diRerent residual covariawce matrices. Krijnen et al. (I996) have 
suggested minimizing the determinant of the residual covariance matrix in- 
volved in Green’s method, and oRered an iterative procedure to acconqdish 
this. Yet another method has posed by Schneeweiss an es 
(1995). That method is identica% to onald’s, and will ence be ignored. 
The purpose of the present p f is to demonstrate that the three methods 
are dosely related First, an ex ion is obtained for the globa! mini- 
mum of the 8ete~inant-miraira7izing sQh$iQn by khijnen et ai. -i_.king this. it is 
showri that, when ?P is ~~~s~~g~~~~, the latter sih.hora coincides with 
DonaWs. In addition, it is proven that, when @ commutes with A’224, as is 
the case when factors are orthogonal, the three solutions coincide. 
2. s 
“size” of the en-m. It is well known that fQF any pair of 
ordered in the Liiwner sense, the “smaller” matrix &as t e smaller ~e~e~~i~a~~, 
rijnen et al. (W96). 
0 relate the three me s under consideration, we first develop a dose 
solution for the m d by Krijnen et al., based on a singda 
composition, similar to and (7), see Theorem 1. This theorem wiH 
R a comparison of a methods under study. 
3. 
we need to deal with the case where !P is singuku. 
‘I2 and notice that C = LL’ + ‘v. Clearly, =we have 
*ce pI”~~‘p~2 and p/2 yy’/’ 
written as Z-1~2LL’Z-‘~2 = KA I K’ a 
K QrthQMWITlal, and bsth A[ and AZ 
date &hat Al + A2 = Im. In addition, 
constraint (3) is imposed, t&e SE matrix can be written as 

With ( I@, we have obtained an inequality equivalent to (12). AII that remains 
is to prove that ( 16) ho%ds. This will be done by showing that. for each vah..le of 
Il. II = I. 2.. ?? ?? t Fve have 
tr[( QDP'C + C’PDQ’)“] < ?tr( 19”). vv 
The trace on the teft-hand side is ahe sum of 2” terms. each of w 
product of suborthonormaI matrices and 11 appearances of D. It f‘d1 
the Gener~~tlized Kristof Theorem [Ten Berge, 1983b) that each of th 
is bsunded hwe by tr( Dl). From this, ( 17) is immediate. It shou 
that. for II = I _ ( 17) is a strict inequality unless tr(QLPC) = tr(D). 
that the inequality is strict unless PCQ = I& or, equivalently, unles 
fdlows that the unitpe clptimal sdution for C is C = @a which is Ctl as de- 
fined in (9). see ( 13). IJ 
y virtue of Theorem 1. we need no longer resort to iterative metho 
the dctermilaant-minilrmizing solution is desired. More importantly, the explicit 
SOhltiOIl (9) gritty fditateS the COIll~~U.iSQat With Other S0hltiQl-K 

od. Therefore, the latter method can be viewed as a 
versisn of the Anderson-Rubin- cDonald method, being &fin 
of singularity Qf Y. This 1 ves us wish only two methods, na 
minimizes the trace of the SE matrix (Grim, II 969) and one 
the determinant sf that matrix. These two methods have the same solution 
when CP commu A’C-” A. Therefore, when the factors are srt 
all available 
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